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Abstract

We describe an important element of an automatic sport analysis system.
This element continuously estimates the image-to-model homography from
the video stream of a single camera. Here, we focus on the incremental
image-to-image updating of the homography matrix, which greatly facilitates
real-time operation. This updating relies on the automatic tracking of interest
lines and points and on their use for robust homography estimation. Results
on real video sequences are shown.

1 Introduction

Sport broadcasters are beginning to rely on computer vision techniques to enhance their
video productions. Examples are the smart overlay of advertisement on the grass without
obscuring the players and the automatic analysis of games. This requires static (e.g.,
length) and dynamic (e.g., speed) metrics from one or more images produced by one or
more cameras. With metric information, it becomes possible to rectify images, i.e., to
project them onto a model of the game field, thereby facilitating subsequent analysis.

Current commercial systems for automatic rectification are expensive. Indeed, most of
them rely on sensors embedded in cameras. They measure all relevant camera parameters,
such as orientation in space and zoom.

In this paper, we focus on a subsystem of a fully-automated sport analysis system
we are developing. This subsystem allows us to maintain a continuous estimate of the
homographic mapping [4] between a model of the field and images of it, without hav-
ing recourse to any kind of sensor on the cameras and/or the players. To achieve this
functionality, we use three complementary strategies.

The first strategy computes the homography from scratch. It is used initially and then
periodically to reinitialize the system. The second strategy quickly computes the homog-
raphy from a current estimate by maintaining image-to-model correspondences, thereby
enabling real-time operation. The third strategy updates the homography incrementally
from image-to-image correspondences. It is helpful when image-to-model matches are
not sufficient. Drifts due to this last mode of operation can be compensated for by peri-
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odic reinitialization as provided for by the first strategy. The incremental updating is the
object of this paper.

Other approaches have been investigated for estimating inter-image homographies
in soccer sequences. Many of these approaches rely on lines only [3, 7], but this re-
stricts their applicability to relatively narrow zones, mainly just around the goal zones. Of
course, knowledge of image-to-image homographies also leads directly to rectification
and mosaicing.

Our approach is based on tracking point features on and around the playing field. This
approach is also used in [8], where the sport of hockey is considered. Using this technique
in hockey is made easier by the fact that the game field is relatively small, with the result
that several very distinctive features persist from image to image. By contrast, in the case
of soccer, there are many instances where we have to rely on less well defined features
such as patches of grass.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the notion of ho-
mography and rectification. We also define notations, highlight important properties, and
give an overview of our system. Sections 3 and 4 describe our algorithms for line and
point tracking, respectively. Section 5 describes the estimation of the inter-image homo-
graphies. Section 6 shows experimental results obtained from real soccer TV sequences.

2 Homography and rectification

We consider homographies between an image (e.g., in a video stream) and a 2D model
(e.g., of a soccer field). Once determined, a homography can be used to reproject, or
rectify, the image so that it lines up with the model. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 in the case
of the goals and central areas. Of course, the homography transformation is such that
the rectified image is independent of all camera parameters, as it compensates for camera
position, attitude, and internal parameters.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Illustration of the role of homographic transformations. (a) Selected image in
video stream. (b) Same image after rectification by homography. (c) Other image in the
center-circle area after rectification.

We represent each 2D image pointp by its homogeneous coordinates, i.e.,(u,v,1)T .
The model-to-image homography is represented by a 3× 3 transformation matrixHm

i ,
wherei stands for image andm for model. MatrixHm

i can be related to the rigid transfor-
mation(Ri , ti) linking the camera frame to the model frame. One can show that [4]



Hm
i ∼ K i [r1

i r2
i ti ], (1)

where matrixK i contains the camera internal parameters for imagei and matrix[r1
i r2

i ti ] is
made up of the first two columns of the rotation matrixRi followed by the column vector
of translation. The 3×3 matrixHm

i will often be represented by an equivalent 9×1 vector
hm

i , obtained by stacking the successive rows ofHm
i .

The homography matrixHm
i has 8 (i.e., 9−1 because of the scaling factor) degrees

of freedom (DOFs). Therefore, since each correspondence contributes 2 equations, a
minimum of 4 point or line correspondences are necessary to estimateHm

i . It is significant
that the required correspondences may come from a wide variety of features extracted
from the imagery, such as points, lines, and circles.

Our goal is to have an estimate ofHm
i for any image in the sequence, even when we

don’t have enough correspondences. We manage to maintain such a continuous estimate
of the homography by using 3 complementary strategies.

The first strategy exploits image-to-model correspondences. When a sufficient num-
ber of these correspondences are available, the homography can be estimated. This re-
quires that features be extracted from the images and matched to corresponding features
of the model. Feature extraction involves the development of a number of feature detec-
tors, either generic or specific to each application (such as the lines and circles of a soccer
field). Feature matching implies the definition of feature characteristics and of compar-
ison metrics. This operation is also likely to be time-consuming. Our system currently
uses two kinds of features: lines and ellipses. It has robust means for detecting these
features and matching them to the model, so that the image rectification can be computed
as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The second strategy tracks features from image to image. Using the last computed
homography, we can “project the model” into the current image. This allows us to focus
the search for features on a much smaller area, close to the estimated feature positions, so
that processing speed is increased.

The third strategy is useful to deal with situations where we have too few tracked cor-
respondences to apply the previous strategy. Here, we estimate the homography between
two successive images. In other words, we update the model-to-image homography in-
crementally. Let us suppose thatHm

i0
is the model-to-image homography corresponding

to i0. For a later imagei, we compute the inter-image homographyH i0
i that maps points

from imagei0 to imagei, so that

Hm
i = H i0

i Hm
i0 . (2)

To compute the estimate ofH i0
i , we use correspondences between two kinds of features,

i.e., lines and points. The next two sections explain how we track these features from one
image to the next.

3 Tracking lines

The first type of feature we track for computing homographies are line features corre-
sponding to projections of lines of the model. Thus, in the case of ball games, such as
soccer, there are very few trackable lines. However, they are very reliable.
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Figure 2: Strategy for tracking lines
using control points.
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Figure 3: (a) Color profile of line in
model. (b) Cross-correlation scores.

Tracking a line from imagei to imagei +1 involves using control points on the esti-
mated position of the line in imagei. Such approach has proved successful in edge-based
tracking [2]. Figure 2 describes the procedure. Starting from a prediction[pa, pb] of a
true projected line segment, a set ofne control pointspk is built by regularly sampling
this segment.

Then, along the normal to[pa, pb] going through eachpk, the edge point correspond-
ing to the white-line is searched by correlation with a “typical” white line profile in a
[−T,T] interval. Figure 3(a) shows the profile we use. Figure 3(b) shows typical cross-
correlation scores.

image 68 image 370 image 690

Figure 4:Example of line tracking.

Figure 4 shows how the above algorithm performs on real images from a TV soccer
sequence of approximately 700 images. White points indicate the positions of the cor-
relation maxima, and white lines the reconstructed segments after RANSAC [9]. In this
example, lines are lost only when they disappear from the image.

Homographies can be computed incrementally, according to Eq. 2, by tracking at least
4 lines from image to image. They can also be computed by tracking a combination of a
lesser number of lines and of other features, typically points, e.g., 2 lines and at least 2
points.



4 Tracking points

The second type of feature we track for computing homographies are points that have
salient local texture characteristics. In ball games, these interest points can be found
everywhere, including on the grass field, on advertisement banners, and in the spectator
areas. For tracking these points, we use the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker, and,
more specifically, a popular pyramidal implementation of it [1].
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Figure 5: Number of points available
for computing the homography as a
function of the image index.

Figure 6: Illustration of points used
for tracking.

The most suitable points for use with the KLT tracker have corner-like appearance,
which translates into auto-correlation matrices with large eigenvalues. This led us to
initialize our KLT tracker with the points given by a Harris point detector [6].

Of course, specific points cannot be tracked successfully over long sequences. They
may indeed be lost due to occlusion or camera motion. Thus, we replenish the pool
of tracked points whenever their number falls below a minimum value (set to 40 in our
experiments). Figure 5 gives an illustration of this process over a long sequence of 300
images. In this example, the average lifetime for a set of Harris points is close to 10
images. Of course, this strategy can be efficiently improved, so that real-time operation
can be achieved.

Examples of points tracked in a real sequence are shown in Fig. 6. We see that most
points are found outside the field, e.g., among spectators. However, a reasonable number
of points are also found on the field. These points generally correspond to “accidental
structures” that are visible on the grass and that behave as interest points. However, some
of these points also fall on players (which move and stick out of the field plane) and their
shadows (which also move). Therefore, the procedure for estimating the homography
based on such points must be robust enough to reject outliers, i.e., points that are moving
and/or not in the plane of the field.

5 Computing the image-to-image homographies

Consider the projections of the same planar scene in 2 imagesi1 and i2 taken by the
same camera from 2 vantage points characterized by a relative translation vectort i1

i2
and



a relative rotation matrixRi1
i2

. Then, the homography matrix relating these projections is
given by [4]

H i1
i2
∼ K i2(R

i1
i2
− 1

di1
t i1
i2

nT
i1)K

−1
i1

, (3)

whereni1 is the normal to the plane of the scene anddi1 is the distance from the camera
to the plane, both specified in the camera frame corresponding toi1.

An estimate ofH i1
i2

could theoretically be computed with a minimum of 4 correspon-
dences. However, given the nature of the points we are tracking, we cannot say a priori
which of these points are outliers, i.e., moving and/or not in the plane of the scene. Thus,
we have to rely on robust estimators. RANSAC techniques have proven useful in such
situations [9].

In our approach, we repeatedly compute estimates ofH i1
i2

from randomly selected

quadruples of points. Moreover, when searching inR8 (corresponding to the eight DOFs),
local minima are likely to appear. Therefore, it is useful to try to reduce the dimensionality
of the search space. This is achieved by making some simplifying assumptions.

The first assumption is that the camera roll angle is zero. This leads to

R =

 cosθl 0 sinθl

−sinθt sinθl cosθt sinθt cosθl

−cosθt sinθl −sinθt cosθt cosθl

 ,

whereθl andθt are the pan and tilt angles, respectively. We also make a small-angle
assumption, so that

R =

 1 0 θl

0 1 θt

−θl −θt 1

 .

The infinity homography [4] can then be written

H∞ = K i2

 1 0 θl

0 1 θt

−θl −θt 1

K i1
−1. (4)

We assume thatu0 andv0 remain constant throughout the sequence and that the pixel
aspect ratio is 1, so that we can write, for any imagei, with coordinates centered on
(u0,v0),

K i =

 αi 0 0
0 αi 0
0 0 1

 . (5)

Substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 4, we find

H∞ =


αi1
αi2

0 αi1θl

0
αi1
αi2

αi1θt

− θl
αi2

− θt
αi2

1

 . (6)

Finally, we assume that the inter-image homography is equal to the infinity homography,
i.e., H i1

i2
≈ H∞. This is reasonable since the points we track are far away, i.e., at infinity



for all practical purposes. Moreover, TV cameras are generally stationary, so that the
translation component can be neglected.

Let us denote by{(pk
i1

= (uk
i1
,vk

i1
), pk

i2
= (uk

i2
,vk

i2
))}1≤k≤K the K pairs of points that

have been successfully tracked and matched between the two imagesi1 andi2. For con-
venience, we will use the notationK even if this number depends oni1 andi2.

Considering Eq. 4, and aiming at using a linear formulation for fast estimation, we
can state the problem as in the model-to-image case:

min
h∈R6,

‖Bh‖, (7)

whereB is a 2K×6 matrix that contains all the pairing data

B =


u1

i1
−u0 1 0 −(u1

i1
−u0)(u1

i2
−u0) −(v1

i1
−v0)(u1

i2
−u0) −(u1

i2
−u0)

v1
i1
−v0 0 1 −(u1

i1
−u0)(v1

i2
−v0) −(v1

i1
−v0)(v1

i2
−v0) −(v1

i2
−v0)

. . .
uK

i1
−u0 1 0 −(uK

i1
−u0)(uK

i2
−u0) −(vK

i1
−v0)(uK

i2
−u0) −(uK

i2
−u0)

vK
i1
−v0 0 1 −(uK

i1
−u0)(vK

i2
−v0) −(vK

i1
−v0)(vK

i2
−v0) −(vK

i2
−v0)

 .

The over-determined system corresponding to Eq. 7 is robustly solved by RANSAC
by using samples of only 3 points. To ensure that the domain of validity of the computed
homography is as large as possible, we compute, for each sample, an empirical score that
depends (1) on the number of pointspk

i2
lying “close” enough to their counterpartspk

i1
after transformation by the current estimate of the homography matrix, and (2) on the
spatial extent of the set of these best matching pairs.

Then, the final solutionh is given by the eigenvector ofBTB corresponding to the
smallest eigenvalue, whereB is build from the subset of theK pairs corresponding to the
best matching pairs.

Line pairings are introduced in a completely equivalent way, based on the fact that, if
we haveH i1

i2
pk

i1
= pk

i2
for points, we necessarily have(H i1

i2
)T lk

i2
= lk

i1
for lines.

6 Results

All of our tests were carried out on various parts of a 5-minute, highly-dynamic soccer
sequence. In our experiments, we used approximately 300 points for computing inter-
image homographies but, generally, only a small fraction of them, typically around 50,
were accepted as inliers by RANSAC. They are depicted in red in the example of Fig. 7.

Figure 8 shows a mosaic built from a 200-images free-kick sequence. The rapid
change in zoom (illustrated by Fig. 7) and the significant dynamics is a serious chal-
lenge for tracking, since image quality become very low in some images. However, the
algorithm handles this part of the sequence well. Alignments are indeed precisely main-
tained.

Another challenging example is the “counter-attack” sequence of Figs. 12-13. This
is a long sequence with fast camera rotation. Example images are shown in Figs. 10-
12. Figure 13 shows the result of mosaicing. We overlayed (a) the reference image
(in black), (b) two reference, horizontal lines (in yellow) to judge the alignment, and
(c) the projections of four parallel lines that should meet at a vanishing point (in blue).



Figure 7: Middle image in the
“free kick” sequence

Figure 8: Mosaicing in a highly dynamic
free-kick sequence.

The excellent appearance of the mosaic of Fig. 13 shows that the various inter-image
homographies were correctly estimated.
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Figure 9:(a) Relative pan angle and (b) relative zoom, both as a function of image index
for “counter-attack” sequence of Fig. 13

The knowledge of the homographyH i0
i for each image instant allows us to extract the

value of important camera parameters from the general expression ofH i0
i in the case of

rotation without roll [7]. For example, one finds that the relative pan angleθl , relative tilt
angleθt , and the relative zoomαi

αi0
between imagesi0 (reference) andi are given by

θt = arctan(−sgn(H i0
i )23)

√√√√ (H i0
i )22(H

i0
i )33

(H i0
i )23)(H

i0
i )32)

(8)

θl = arccos
(H i0

i )11

(H i0
i )22

cosθt (9)

αi

αi0
=

(H i0
i )11

cosθl
. (10)

Equations 9 and 10 are illustrated in Fig. 9. The variations ofθl and αi
αi0

in the graphs



are in good agreement with the camera pan and zoom parameters that can be qualitatively
inferred from watching the sequence.

Our TV images clearly suffer from a significant radial distortion, which contributes
to accumulating errors in the estimated homography. However, one should remember
that a soccer field contains several distinctive zones, where the estimate ofHm

i can be
recalibrated to the model, as is the case in mobile-robot navigation.

7 Conclusion

We have developed a robust approach for incrementally estimating the homographic trans-
formation between a model and an image. The estimate of the transformation can be used
for image rectification and mosaicing. Our image-to-image homography estimation tech-
nique is based on the use of interest points combined with straight lines. Points and lines
are tracked and contribute to homography estimation through a RANSAC procedure.

The algorithm was successfully tested by mosaicing long video sequences, without
recalibrating the homography to the model with line or circle features. Our current work
involves the processing of radial distortion on the basis of existing methods [5] and the
validation of the techniques over larger databases corresponding to various sports.
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Figure 10: Image 1025 of “counter-attack” se-
quence.

Figure 11: Image 1100 of “counter-attack” se-
quence.

Figure 12: Image 1309 of “counter-attack” se-
quence.

Figure 13: Mosaicing for
“counter-attack” sequence
(from image 1010 to image
1420). Sequence is long and
exhibits fast camera rotation.
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